1211 Biochemical Sciences Building

The touch panel is generally asleep when beginning.

Touch the screen twice to awaken.

1. Push the ON button.

2. Choose SINGLE PROJ, DUAL PROJ, or AUDIO ONLY MODE

Choosing SINGLE PROJ will start the stage right projector ONLY.
DUAL PROJ will start both right and left projector. They will project the same single source.
The screen(s) will drop automatically... just wait 30 seconds.

3. Push LAPTOP as source. Connect with VGA cable. If you have audio in your presentation, use the attached 1/8’ audio plug.

ADVANCED PAGES allows you to control the lighting, audio and projectors

Pushing the LEFT PROJ and RIGHT PROJ (stage l&r) buttons powers on and off the projectors and raises and lowers the screens.

Be advised that selecting a projector in use forces a cool-down procedure. If you shut a projector unit down it will takes five minutes before you will be able to reuse it.

Lighting controls

Audio

Please shutdown the equipment upon completion of lecture